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a b s t r a c t
Weobtain someexact solutions of a generalized derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation,
including domain wall arrays (periodic solutions in terms of elliptic functions), fronts,
and bright and dark solitons. In certain parameter domains, fundamental bright and dark
solitons are chiral, and the propagation direction is determined by the sign of the self-
steepening parameter. Moreover, we also find the chirping reversal phenomena of fronts,
and bright and dark solitons, and discuss two different ways to produce the chirping
reversal.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) is a ubiquitous and significant model that naturally arises in many fields of
physics, such as nonlinear optical systems, plasmas, fluid dynamics and Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC). In the last three
decades, great progress has been made on the construction of exact solutions of NLSE. Many significant methods for NLSE
have been established, such as the inverse scattering method [1], Darboux transformation [2], Hirota bilinear method [3],
F-expansion method [4], the generalized projected Ricatti equation expansion method [5], Jacobian elliptic function
expansion method [6], the tanh function expansion method [7], the similarity transformation method [8], etc.
The derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation (DNLSE)
iut + uxx + i(|u|2u)x = 0, (1)
appears in many fields of physics as various nonlinear waves, such as nonlinear Alfvén waves in space plasma [9],
sub-picosecond or femtosecond pulses in single mode optical fibers [10], the weak nonlinear electromagnetic waves in
(anti-)ferromagnetic or dielectric systems [11] under external magnetic fields, etc. Investigation of the DNLSE has not only
mathematical interest and significance, but also an important physical application background. Solutions of theDNLSE under
both the vanishing boundary conditions (VBC) [12] and the nonvanishing boundary conditions (NVBC) [13] are physically
and mathematically discussed.
In this paper, we use the conformal Möbius transformation to study the following generalized derivative nonlinear
Schrödinger equation [12,14]
iut + c1uxx + c3|u|2u+ c5|u|4u− is0ux − is2(|u|2u)x = 0, (2)
where u(t, x) is the complex envelope of the physical field in the comoving frame. c1, c3, c5, s0, s2 are real parameters
related to the group velocity dispersion, cubic nonlinearity, quintic nonlinearity, the first-order derivative term and the
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self-steepening (SS), respectively. This equation was studied by Van Saarloos and Hohenberg in [14]. Authors [14] verified
that the unperturbed system (1) leads to an integrable [15] dynamical system whose orbits can be calculated analytically.
Moreover, many exact traveling solutions were obtained by an auxiliary equation expansion method [16].
2. Domain wall arrays and solitons
In the following calculations, it is convenient to introduce the polar form for the complex function
u(t, x) = A(ζ ) exp[iϕ(ζ )], (3)
where A and φ are real functions of ζ , and ζ = γ (x+ωt) is the traveling coordinate with the inverse pulse width γ and the
inverse group velocity ω.
The substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) yields the following system of equations:
2c1γ Aζϕζ + (ω − s0)Aζ + c1γ Aϕζ ζ − 3s2A2Aζ = 0, (4)
c1γ 2Aζ ζ − γ (ωA− s0A− s2A3)ϕζ − c1γ 2Aϕ2ζ + c3A3 + c5A5 = 0. (5)
After integration, Eq. (4) leads to






where k is to be fixed via the initial conditions. If k = 0, Eq. (6) is the transformation discovered by the authors of Ref. [16].
Note that this result is natural, not just an assumption like in Ref. [16]. Moreover, authors in Ref. [16] have not explained
this equation, and the physical significance is rather opaque in there. In fact, the first term is of kinematic origin, the second
term leads to the kinematic chirping, and the last term comes from the self-steepening effect and brings about chirping that
is exactly inverse to that of the former. Thus, Eq. (5) leads to
Aζ ζ + β1A+ β3A3 + β5A5 = κA3 , (7)
where β1 = [(ω − s0)2 − 2ks2)/4c21γ 2, β3 = (s0s2 + 2c1c3 − ωs2)/2c21γ 2, β5 = (16c1c5 + 3s22)/16c21γ 2, κ = k2/c21γ 2.
Note that, in parameter region, where β5 = 0 for c1 = −3s22/16c5, the amplitude dynamics will be like NLSE case, albeit
with dressed parameters. Moreover, phase dynamics however will not be same as NLSE, and will depend whether s2 = 0.
Obviously, if κ = 0, Eq. (7) is the Φ2 − Φ4 − Φ6 field theory model, which has a set of exact periodic solutions in terms of
elliptic functions (domain wall arrays) [17]. Similar to discussions in Ref. [18], we know that localized solutions of the above
equation, in these parameter domains, showdirectionality and hence are chiral, and the propagation direction is determined
by the sign of the SS effect s2. When κ ≠ 0, both the chiral bright soliton with A = ρsech(ζ ) and the chiral dark soliton
with A = ρ tanh(ζ ) exist, and the mutually exclusive velocity space can be given, i.e. ωs2 < c1c2/2 for the bright soliton
and ωs2 > c1c2/2 for the dark soliton.
we can find solutions of Eq. (7) via the following conformal Möbius transformation:
A =

B+ Cf (ζ ,m)
D+ Ef (ζ ,m) , (8)
where the function f (ζ ,m) is given by bounded Jacobian elliptic functions as sn(ζ ,m), cn(ζ ,m), dn(ζ ,m), sd(ζ ,m),
cd(ζ ,m), nd(ζ ,m) and unbounded Jacobian elliptic functions as ns(ζ ,m), nc(ζ ,m), ds(ζ ,m), dc(ζ ,m), sc(ζ ,m), cs(ζ ,m)
with modulus m(0 < m < 1) [18]. Here the modulus parameter m describes the degree of the wave energy localization,
and parameters B, C,D and E are real constants to make A satisfy Eq. (7). Obviously, the single elliptic function solutions





D+ Esn(ζ ,m) , (9)
where D = λ1/C, β1 = [θ1m2 − C2 − 24E2κλ1 + BE((24E2κ − 5C2) + (6B2 − 5C2)m2)]/4C2(BE − λ1), β3 =
[2Eκλ1(C2 + 8E2κ − θ1m2)− B2θ2m4 + BC2m2(θ2 + 4E2κ)+ 4BE2κ(C2 − 4E2κ)]/2κC3(BE − λ1) and β5 = 3[θ2m2(λ1 +
3BE)(B2m2 − C2) + 4E2κm2(θ1λ1 − BE(C2 + 2B2)) + 4E2κ(BE(4E2κ − C2) − (C2 + 4E2κ)λ1)]/16κC4(BE − λ1) with
θ1 = 6B2 − C2, θ2 = C2 − B2. Here λ1 satisfies 4κλ21 − 8BEκλ1 + (B2 − C2)(m2B2 − C2)+ 4κB2E2 = 0, and κ, B, C, E are





D+ Ecn(ζ ,m) , (10)
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where D = λ2/C, β1 = [2θ1m2 − C2 − 24E2κλ2 + BE((24E2κ − 5C2) − (6B2 − 10C2)m2)]/4C2(BE − λ2), β3 =
[2Eκλ2(C2 + 8E2κ − 2θ1m2)+ Bθ22m4 − BC2m2(θ2 + 8E2κ)+ 4BE2κ(C2 − 4E2κ)]/2κC3(BE − λ2) and β5 = 3[θ22m2(λ2 +
3BE)(C2−m2)+8E2κm2(θ3λ2+BE(C2+2B2))+4E2κ(BE(4E2κ−C2)− (C2+4E2κ)λ2)]/16κC4(BE−λ2)with θ3 = C2−
3B2. Here λ2 satisfies 4κλ22 − 8BEκλ2 + (B2 − C2)(m2 − C2) + 4κB2E2 = 0, and κ, B, C, E are determined by the initial
conditions.
As we all know, the elliptic functions are generalizations of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. Thus we can discuss










D+ Esech(ζ ) . (12)
3. Discussions and conclusions
Solutions (9) and (10) are two kind of main domain wall (DW) array solutions, displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a). From
these plots, we find that the domain wall arrays are sparse with the augment of modulus parameter m. From Fig. 1(b),
the total phase changes synchronously with the kinematic chirping. The role of the higher-order chirping partially offset
that of the kinematic chirping, and thus the rangeability of the total phase is smaller than that of the kinematic chirping. The
different case appears in cn-type domainwall array solution. It exists the chirping reversal phenomena,which have attracted
considerable attention in dispersion–nonlinearity-managed optical fibers [19]. From Fig. 2(b), the magnitude of the center
of domain wall array is decidedmainly by the kinematic chirping because the magnitude of the kinematic chirping is bigger
than that of the higher-order chirping. On the contrary, the magnitude of the wings of domain wall array is decided mainly
by the higher-order chirping. The counterbalance between the kinematic chirping and the higher-order chirping makes the
higher-order chirping dominant in the wings of domain wall array.
Solution (11) is front solution (see Fig. 3(a)), which is asymmetric around ζ = 0. Solution (12) is bright soliton or dark
soliton (see Fig. 3(b)). Themaxima–minima analysis [20] tells us that bright soliton and dark soliton (or background soliton)
exist with the mutually exclusive parameter space, i.e. bright soliton for BE < CD and dark soliton or background soliton for
BE > CD.
Note that these solitary waves here have chirped phases, and they exist the chirping reversal phenomena, which have
attracted considerable attention in dispersion–nonlinearity-managed optical fibers. Fig. 4(a) displays the chirping reversal
phenomenon for front. The higher-order chirping is dominant at the left of the pulse, whereas the kinematic chirping is
dominant the right of the pulse. However, from Fig. 4(b), the kinematic chirping is dominant at the whole front, and in this
case we do not find the chirping reversal. Here, for the definite parameters of system (i.e. c1, s0, s2, ω, γ , k), whether there
exist the chirping reversal phenomenon is decided by parameters of solutions B, C, E, which are determined by the initial
conditions. It is interesting to also note that another chirping reversal phenomenon is found for bright or dark soliton. For
bright soliton, the higher-order chirping is dominant at the center of the pulse, whereas the kinematic chirping is dominant
away from the center (see Fig. 5(a)). However, from Fig. 5(b), the kinematic chirping is dominant at the whole bright pulse,
and in this case we do not find the chirp reversal. Exactly the opposite is true for dark soliton with chirping reversal where
the center is dominated by kinematic chirping and higher-order chirping is decisive away from the center. Similarly, there
exists some cases where the higher-order chirping is important at the whole dark pulse without the chirping reversal. In
these cases, for the definite parameters of solutions B, C, E, whether there exist chirping reversal phenomenon is decided
by parameters of system (i.e. c1, s0, s2, ω, γ , k). This chirping reversal generation of bright or dark soliton is alien to that of
front above discussed.
Besides the solutions obtained above, the amplitude equation (7), albeit with different parameters, has been studied
in the different context [20,21]. It has been shown that this equation possesses abundant solutions, including Weierstrass
function solutions, kink solutions and periodic solutions, etc. To the best of our knowledge, although there are many results
about exact wave solutions of this generalized DNLSE (2) [14,16], some of our explicit solutions are also new.
In conclusion, a generalized derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation is studied, and someexact solutions are presented.
These solutions include domain wall arrays, fronts, bright and dark solitons, which have nontrivial phase chirping and are
different from that in Ref. [16]. In certain parameter domains, fundamental bright and dark solitons show directionality and
hence are chiral, and the propagation direction is determined by the sign of the SS effect. Moreover, the chirping reversal
phenomena of domain wall arrays, fronts, bright and dark solitons are found. Two different ways to produce the chirping
reversal phenomenon are discussed, that is, by adjusting parameters of system (i.e. c1, s0, s2, ω, γ , k) or parameters of
solutions B, C, E. A duality is seen between kinematic and higher-order chirping for bright and dark solitons. Of course,
more practical implementation of the theoretical results obtained in the present work might be an interesting task.
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a b
Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Intensity of sn-type domain wall array solution (9) for κ = −1, E = 2, C = 2, B = −3,m = 0.9 (red curve) and m = 0.1
(blue curve). (b) Phase without the chirping reversal corresponds to red line in Fig. 1(a). The coral and blue curves show the contribution from kinematic
chirping and higher-order chirping, respectively. The red curve shows the superposition phase. Parameters are chosen: c1 = 1, s0 = 0.2, s2 = 5, γ =
2, ω = 0.5, k = 5.
a b
Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Intensity of cn-type domain wall array solution (10) for κ = 1, E = 2, C = 6, B = 10,m = 0.9 (red curve) and m = 0.1 (blue
curve). (b) Phasewith the chirping reversal corresponds to red line in Fig. 2(a). The coral and blue curves show the contribution from kinematic chirping and
higher-order chirping, respectively. The red curve shows the superposition phase. Parameters are chosen: c1 = 1, s0 = 0.2, s2 = 5, γ = 2, ω = 0.5, k = 5.
a b
Fig. 3. (Color online) Intensity of solitons: (a) fronts for κ = −1, E = 2, C = 2, B = −3 (red curve) and κ = −1, E = 2, C = 6, B = −10 (blue curve).
(b) bright soliton (red curve) for κ = 1, E = 2, C = 6, B = 10 and dark soliton (blue curve) for κ = 1, E = 2, C = 6, B = −10.
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a b
Fig. 4. (Color online) Phase of front with and without the chirping reversal: (a) and (b) correspond to blue and red line plotted in Fig. 3(a), respectively.
The coral and blue curves show the contribution from kinematic chirping and higher-order chirping, respectively. The red curve shows the superposition
phase. Parameters are chosen: c1 = 1, s0 = 0.2, s2 = 5, γ = 2, ω = 0.5, k = 5.
a b
Fig. 5. (Color online) Phase of the bright soliton with and without the chirping reversal plotted in Fig. 3(a) (red solid line). The coral and blue curves show
the contribution from kinematic chirping and higher-order chirping, respectively. The red curve show the superposition phase. Parameters are chosen:
(a) c1 = 1, s0 = 2, s2 = 3, γ = 2, ω = 6.4, k = 3 and (b) c1 = 1, s0 = 0.2, s2 = 3, γ = 2, ω = 0.5, k = 8.
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